Monsoon Season Song
By Michelle Miner

Monsoon rains make us sing and shout!
Grab your favorite instrument or sing along to celebrate life in the desert.

VERSE 1
A Winter seems so far away
E Been so long since it has rained
A So hot and dry I just want to cry
E Hooray! Look, there’s some water

CHORUS
A ‘Cause it’s monsoon season in the desert
D It’s monsoon season in the desert
A Feels like it hasn’t rained in forever
E But now it’s monsoon season in the desert

VERSE 2
A Animals hiding underground
E Come to the surface to look around
A It finally rained, time to celebrate
E The desert comes to life again!

CHORUS

VERSE 3
A Toads and frogs dig out of the ground
E To lay some eggs and find some food
A Centipedes, millipedes, & beetles, too
E All come up – it’s a critter zoo!

CHORUS

VERSE 4
A Thirsty cactus is in luck
E When there’s water to drink up
A To save for later when they need it most
E So the sun doesn’t burn them – like
A saguaro toast!

CHORUS

BRIDGE
D Termites and ants come out for
A mating flights – oh, yeah!
E Hoping they don’t get eaten by velvet
A mites – yum, yum!
D Gila monsters emerge, what a special
A sight – wow!
B7 Vinegaroons love a good shower too
E These storms are a delight! Oh…

CHORUS

OUTRO repeat 2x:
E A Monsoon season in the desert

CHORDS IN SONG: A, E, D, & B7. GUITAR:

A

E

D

B7